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What are New Models of 

Contracting?

Contracts which seek to achieve defined outcomes by transferring 
risk from the commissioner to the provider(s) of services.

Alliance contracting

Prime provider contracting

Outcomes based contracting



New Models of 

Contracting in the NHS

• Increasing interest in new contractual mechanisms 
– Model NHS Alliance agreement for ‘virtual’ integration

– NHS Standard contract may be used as prime contract (standard contract 
guidance)

• Part of a continuum of NHS integration

• But gaps in knowledge e.g. evidence base not robust



PRUComm research

• Literature review of cross sectoral evidence

• Three case studies (in progress)

2 x alliance contract, 1 x Joint Venture

Semi structured interviews

Analysis of contractual documentation

Meeting observation



Literature review – learning from 

other sectors

• Aim to explore the international cross-sectoral evidence concerning:

– the characteristics of these contractual models
– the process of their implementation 
– their impact

• Methods
– Data base search (Abi-inform, Web of Science, Academic Search Complete, Business 

Source Premier)
– ‘Snowballing’ from references
– ‘Grey’ literature such as policy reports, unpublished doctoral theses etc
– Exclusion of pay for performance and Accountable Care Organisation literature
– Full report  found at www.prucomm.ac.uk



Overview of literature

• Undertheorised literature across all three models

• Growing literature is concerned with identifying the applicability of 
these models to the NHS (e.g. Billings and Weger, 2015, Addicott, 
2014).

• Notions of direct transferability should be treated with caution



Characteristics of models (I)



Characteristics of models (II)



Characteristics of models (III)



Contract negotiation and specification 

• Significant investment required to agree contractual arrangements

• Establishment of outcomes may require:
– Investment in new skillsets, information systems, data collection and analysis, 

measurement methodologies 

– A more rigorous contract specification

• Negotiation of outcomes is an ongoing and iterative process:
– Revisitation of modelling, target and incentive structure

– Reprofiling of outcomes



Contract negotiation and specification 

Investment in relationships

• Investment in relationship building is central to the alliance model

– Rely on the development of trust, flexibility, solidarity and reciprocity

– Many issues resolved during the performance of the contract rather than as 
part of the written contract

• One case study indicated 5% of total manpower budget set aside for 
relationship management (Rowlinson 2006)

• Less emphasis on importance of relationship building for prime provider and 
outcome based contracting

• Considerable transaction costs may be recouped or transferred



Impact - integration

• Issue of integration not directly addressed in literature

• Alliance contracting – evidence of associated benefits which may improve 
integration:
– safety
– relationships
– learning benefits
– enthusiasm and engagement of partners
– demonstrable ability to avoid disputes
– improvement in non-cost outcomes, such as enhanced reputations and improvement of 

competitive advantage (Chen et al 2012)

• Prime provider contracting – some evidence of
– sharing of good practice amongst supply chain members (Lane et al 2013)
– better co-ordination of services (Muir et al 2010)



Impact - quality

• Impact on quality improvement not clear

• Evidence of gaming (outcome contracting literature)

• Evidence suggests that limited scope for innovation:
– negatively impacted by need for efficiency savings (prime contracting) (Hudson 

et al 2010)

– Few incentives to innovate (alliance contracting) (Langfield Smith 2008)



Impact – cost savings

Some evidence that prime contracting and alliance contracting result in a 
achievement of cost targets and project completion time

• Successful completion of alliance construction projects within the target 
costs and timescales (Gransberg and Scheepbouwer 2015)

• Evidence from two prime contractor construction projects suggest 
benefits of over 70% increase in labour productivity, a 25% reduction in 
construction time, reduced materials wastage and a reduction in through 
life costs (Holti et al 2000)



Public sector governance 

• Concerns regarding accountability, integrity and transparency 

• Prime contracting may result in increased commissioner distance from services, 
leading to:

– Information asymmetry between commissioner and providers, due to transfer 
of asset and skills

– ‘Hostage’ situation, due to over reliance on prime providers

– Lack of oversight of selection of sub-contractors

• Alliance models may result in:

– Problems of accountability in face of shared responsibilities



Addressing public sector 

governance

• Lack of evidential grounding

• Establishment of safeguards such as:
– e.g. Prime provider contracts:

• Right for commissioner to intervene during contractual period

• Liaison posts (performance managers, provider assurance teams, 
risk assurance division etc)

– e.g Alliance contracts:

• Deadlock breaking mechanisms

• Allocation of specific risks to specific alliance partners



Summary

• Need significant investment ‘up front’

• Require  investment and development of trusting relationships 
between contractual partners

• Caution regarding what may be achieved:
– Limited evidence regarding integration

– Stronger evidence regarding cost savings

• Models need amendment to suit public sector governance objectives


